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SUMMARY

Atmospheric water harvesting (AWH) is an emerging approach to
solve the worldwide water crisis. Metal-organic frameworks and hy-
drogels have been extensively explored as sorbents for AWH; how-
ever, they suffer from relatively low water sorption capacity in arid
conditions, a feature innately owned by a common material: deli-
quescent sorbents. Deliquescent sorbents are, however, limited
by inevitable water leakage and restricted capacity. Here, we
develop an efficient AWH approach that achieves an excellent water
harvesting capacity of 2.62 g/g even in arid conditions by designing
devices consisting of a superhydrophilic inside matrix loaded with
deliquescent sorbents for efficient water adsorption, superhydro-
phobic and elastic fibrous skin for adaptative expansion, and water
leakage prevention. The fibrous skin also exhibits a preferred ra-
diative cooling effect, extending effective humidity and sorption
capacity. The all-in-one design that combines heterogeneous wetta-
bility, radiative cooling, and elasticity-induced adaptivity opens a
new route for addressing water challenges in a wide range of work-
ing conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The global demand for clean water has been on the increase, and the shortage of

drinking water, especially in arid regions, is a major global challenge, threatening

sustainable development and human health.1,2 One less recognized water resource

is the atmosphere, which contains about 12,900 trillion liters of water3 and is acces-

sible around the world, especially in arid regions. Atmospheric water harvesting

(AWH) using solar energy has the potential to provide safely managed drinking wa-

ter (5 L/kg) for 1 billion people worldwide.4 State-of-the-art AWH is mainly based on

three strategies: fog collection, dew-water collection, and sorption-based water

capture.5 Among them, fog collection is limited to high relative humidity (RH, typi-

cally 100%), whereas dew-water collection is energy consuming that extra electricity

is required to cool down themoisture. The sorption-based AWH is an emerging cost-

efficient method, which involves water vapor uptake from ambient using sorbents

and subsequent well-controlled water release through solar illumination.6–8

As an effort to achieve efficient AWH, a variety of sorbents such as metal-organic

frameworks (MOFs),6,9–12 deliquescent sorbents,13–15 hydrogels/organogels,16–20

and their combinations21–24 have been developed recently. For example, MOFs

with steep ‘‘S’’-shaped water sorption isotherms enable active atmospheric moisture

capture. However, the sorption capacity of MOFs at low RH (less than 30%) is
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s).
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Figure 1. Bio-inspired design of the AWH

(A) Schematic illustration of the leakage process of deliquescent sorbent@porous matrix.

(B) Schematic of the leaf with heterogeneous wettability.

(C) Schematic of the bio-inspired heterogeneous wetting AWH device for atmospheric water harvesting.

(D) The fabrication process of the AWH device.

(E) Cross-sectional SEM image of the AWH.

(F) SEM image of the CPP fibrous skin.

(G) SEM image of ACF matrix.
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relatively weak, usually less than 1 g/g.25 This bottleneck is also applicable to hydro-

gels/organogels, although they exhibit excellent water collection performance at

high RH.17,18 In striking contrast to these materials that have received increasing

attention, a common type of material, deliquescent sorbents, appear to intrinsically

solve this problem owing to their superior water sorption capability in a wide spec-

trum of RH, especially at low RH. However, the practical application of deliquescent

sorbents is seriously restricted by the inherent deliquescence-caused leakage issue

(Figure 1A). The current strategies for deliquescence mainly include designing

porous/hollow carriers15,26,27 to accommodate deliquescent liquid, incorporating
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022
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non-deliquescent salts,28 fabricating composite sorbents21–23 to suppress deli-

quescence, and directly using deliquescent sorbents as liquid sorbents.29 However,

most of these strategies could not fully suppress liquid leakage, especially in high

humidity conditions. Recently, it has been shown that the sandwich structure30

and membrane encapsulation structure31 have the potential to prevent the risk of

liquid leakage by using special wetting materials. These structures are reminiscent

of natural plant leaves, which block the leakage of tissue fluids trapped in hydrophil-

ic, internal mesophyll while allowing the free passage of gas/vapor through the

stomata distributed in the hydrophobic, external epidermis (Figure 1B). Despite

the suppression of leakage, these structures are limited by the utility of materials

with a fixed size, and thus it appears difficult to further accommodate higher water

sorption capacity to fully harness the spectacular water sorption potential of lithium

chloride (LiCl).

Inspired by the heterogeneous wetting property and fluid transport behavior of nat-

ural plant leaves, here, we develop an AWH device consisting of superhydrophobic

fibrous skin and a superhydrophilic matrix loaded with deliquescent sorbent LiCl that

renders efficient vapor-to-water transition without the onset of leakage. In addition,

carbon black-doped polymers were chosen asmaterial components in fibrous skin to

leverage their high infrared emissivity and solar absorptance to alleviate the low RH-

induced degradation in the sorption capacity in arid conditions. This material design

translates the intrinsically opposite radiative cooling32–34 and photothermal effects

to cooperatively facilitate water harvesting through extending the effective RH in the

sorption process and the solar-driving water release in the desorption process.

Furthermore, the fibrous skin of the AWH device is elastic, rendering it self-adaptive

to accommodate the changing volume of the deliquescent solution during the water

sorption process. Combining all of these features allows our AWH device to exhibit

excellent water collection performance in both arid and humid environments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AWH design and fabrication

Inspired by the heterogeneous wetting structure of plant leaves, we designed the

AWH based on three key components: deliquescent sorbent, superhydrophilic

porous matrix, and superhydrophobic skin (Figure 1C). Among them, the ideal deli-

quescent sorbent should possess high moisture-sorption capacity, a fast sorption/

desorption rate, and low desorption temperature. Here, we chose the LiCl, a com-

mon material widely used in industrial sorption related fields due to its excellent

moisture sorption capacity, as sorbent. Then, a superhydrophilic and porous active

carbon felt (ACF) is used as the matrix to load the deliquescent sorbent and store the

deliquescence-formed liquid, In addition, the matrix is completely encapsulated by

the superhydrophobic skin, consisting of carbon black-doped poly(vinylidene fluo-

ride-co-hexafluoropropylene)/polydimethylsiloxane (CPP), which allows the inside

sorbent to sorb/desorb the moisture in the atmosphere freely and at the same

time prevent the deliquescence-formed solution from leaking.

We fabricated the AWH device by a two-stage method (Figure 1D). Briefly, the core

of AWH was prepared by immersing the ACF matrix into the salt solution, followed

by drying overnight in the oven. Here, micro-scale LiCl particles can be physically

deposited on the matrix to form the inner adsorption layer. Then, both sides of

the adsorption layer were covered by a CPP fibrous skin 67 mm thick by electrospin-

ning for conformal encapsulation (Figure 1E), in which the weight ratio of LiCl and

ACF&CPP is �90%, and �10%, respectively. As shown in Figure 1F, scanning
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 3
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electron microscopy (SEM) images show that the fibrous skin is composed of stacked

nanofibers decorated with randomly distributed micro-scale bumps (mean fiber

diameter of�210 nm) andmassive micron-sized interwoven pores (mean pore diam-

eter of�2.66 mm [Figure S1] and porosity of�85%), which provides an unobstructed

pathway for moisture. The ACF matrix is composed of 3-dimensional (3D) porous

micron-sized fibers (mean fiber diameter of �11.8 mm, thickness of 6 mm, and

porosity of �92%; Figure 1G) for loading the sorbent and storing the deliques-

cence-formed liquid. The element mapping images and X-ray diffraction (XRD) pat-

terns of LiCl@ACF demonstrate the physical deposition of LiCl on the ACF matrix

(Figures S2 and S3). We also prepared two control skins made of PH and PP. Fig-

ure S4 shows that these control skins are composed of stacked smooth nanofibers

with an average diameter of 290 and 470 nm, respectively.

Heterogeneous wettability of the AWH device

The distinct wetting behaviors of the porous ACF matrix and fibrous skin are one of

the key factors that affect the performance of the AWH device (Figure 2A). The ACF

matrix can be rapidly diffused and infiltrated by the deposited water droplet, exhib-

iting a superhydrophilic property (Figure 2B). In contrast, all of the fibrous skins with

different components exhibit hydrophobicity, with contact angles of both water and

the saturated LiCl solution much larger than 90� (Figure S5). As evidenced by large

static water contact angles (over 150�) and the complete rebound of water droplets,

the CPP skin with rough nanofibers is superhydrophobic (Figure 2C), exhibiting a

theoretical hydrostatic pressure resistance of up to 62.8 kPa (Figures 2D and S6).

The dust contamination on the AWH devices can also be easily eliminated, which

is preferred for water collection (Figure S7). Despite its robust superhydrophobic

property, the skin also has excellent breathability due to the massive micron-sized

interwoven pores. At 25�C and 30% RH, the water vapor transmission (WVT) rate

is 3.22 kg/day/m2 (Figure 2E).

The heterogeneous combination of superhydrophobic skin and superhydrophilic

matrix renders the loading of sorbent and the storage of deliquescence-formed

liquid without the onset of leakage. As shown in Figure 2F, when exposed to the

ambient environment (�60% in RH) to sorb moisture for 12 h, we found that the con-

ventional device without heterogeneous structure (LiCl@ACF) leaked the salt solu-

tion due to the moisture sorption and deliquescence of LiCl, while our AWH device

can store the salt solution and completely prevent the onset of the leakage issue.

Self-adaptive size of the AWH device

Conventional AWH devices normally are constructed based onmaterials with a fixed

size; these are not adaptable to accommodate the changing volume of the deliques-

cent sorbent liquid during the sorption-desorption process. Specifically, a small de-

vice is unable to accommodate increasing liquid volume at high-water sorption,

causing unwanted water leakage or even damage to the skin of the device. However,

the increase in size of the device will result in air layers between the photothermal

layer and the adsorbent at low-water sorption, which deteriorates heat transfer. In

our design, the elasticity of the CPP skin of the AWH device allows for a perfect

self-adaptivity to the changing volume of the solution. At the initial stage without

water uptake, the CPP skin intimately wraps the LiCl-loaded ACF matrix

(Figures 2G–2I). In the subsequent sorption process, the gradual water uptake leads

to a continuous increase in liquid volume. Notably, we found that the device can still

accommodate the liquid without the onset of leakage even when the liquid volume is

approximately 6.5 times the initial size of the device owing to the elastic nature of the

skin, which enables the device to adaptively respond to the changing liquid volume
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022



Figure 2. Heterogeneous wettability of the AWH device

(A) Schematic illustration of the heterogeneous wettability of the AWH device.

(B and C) Series of snapshots showing a 7-mL water droplet affecting the ACF matrix and CPP fibrous skins, respectively.

(D) Photograph of the hydrostatic pressure test. We fixed a piece of CPP fibrous skin to a pair of flanges connected to a glass tube, and then slowly

poured water (dyed blue) into the glass tube. The CPP fibrous shin can resist hydrostatic pressure of >100 cm of water column (>10.0 kPa).

(E) The water vapor transmission (WVT) test of CPP fibrous skin at 25�C, 30% RH.

(F) Photographs of different samples exposed to the ambient environment to sorb water for 12 h, including LiCl@ACF and our AWH. The deliquescence

of LiCl can cause leakage of the saline solution in the LiCl@ACF, and our AWH is able to prevent the leakage issue. The saline solutions are dyed blue for

clarity.

(G) Side view photographs of the AWH device at different stages in the sorption-desorption process. I, initial stage with no water uptake, II, moderate-

water-uptake stage, III, high-water-uptake stage. The scale bar is 1.0 cm.

(H) Relationship between the AWH device size and the strain of CPP skin. The dotted circles indicate the different stages in (G).

(I) The cyclic tensile stretch test of CPP skin.
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(Figure 2G, III). This sorption-induced volume expansion leads to the stretching of

the CPP skin with �3.7% strain (Figures 2H and S26; Note S1), which is still smaller

than the maximum strain that the CPP skin can withstand (approximately 6.3%)

based on its water resistance of 62.8 kPa (Figure S8). On the contrary, during the

desorption process, the self-shrinkage of CPP skin, along with the release of water,

also keeps the adaptivity of the device size to the liquid volume. Moreover, tensile
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 5



Figure 3. The opposite effects of radiative cooling and photothermal

(A) Infrared emissivity spectra of different fibrous skins, and the radiative cooling atmospheric window (cyan).

(B) Real-time temperature and temperature difference between the CPP fibrous skin and the ambient during the outdoor experiment.

(C) The ratio of effective RH to ambient RH at different ambient temperatures with radiative cooling temperature decrease of 3�C.
(D) The absorption spectra of the different fibrous skins, and a reference AM 1.5 solar irradiance spectrum (light yellow shadow). The inset images are

photographs of different fibrous skins.

(E) Infrared photographs of the CPP fibrous skins under different sun illuminations.
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stretch tests of CPP skin with up to 50 stretching-releasing cycles under a strain rate

of 5.0% also show no apparent degradation in elasticity (Figure 2I), demonstrating

excellent mechanical stability and reversibility for long-term use.

The opposite effects of radiative cooling and photothermal effects

The sorption-based AWH is essentially a water-vapor phase change process, con-

sisting of harvesting atmospheric vapor to water by sorbents and releasing water

to vapor powered by sunlight. These two processes have completely opposite de-

mands for material properties and heat management. In the process of water sorp-

tion, to alleviate the poor sorption caused by low RH in arid conditions, it is desirable

to cool the device to increase the effective RH. An energy-free radiative cooling

approach lies in sending the heat into outer space through infrared radiation,33

which demands materials with chemical components of high infrared emissivity in

the atmospheric transmittance window (8–13 mm). In the process of water desorp-

tion, the ideal solar-driven water harvesting demands absorbing solar radiation

and converting it into heat to release the sorbed water. This photothermal effect re-

quires materials with chemical components of high sunlight absorbance. Rational

design of chemical components enables these two naturally opposite effects to

work together to reinforce the water harvesting without energy consumption. Fig-

ure 3A shows that all of these fibrous skins with different chemical components

exhibit high infrared emissivity of �0.95 in the atmospheric transmittance window,

indicating the potential radiative cooling property of the device by emitting radia-

tion to outer space.32–35 The practical radiative cooling effect was tested by

recording the temperature of the CPP-encapsulated ACF matrix and ambient
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022
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temperature on the outdoor roof in real time at night via thermocouples (Figure S9),

with an average �30% RH. As demonstrated in Figures 3B and S27 and Note S2, the

radiative cooling leads to a temperature drop of approximately 3�C below ambient

with a net-radiative cooling power of approximately 145.44 W/m2, confirming the

good practical radiative cooling property of the CPP fibrous skin in arid conditions.

Figure 3D shows the absorbance of the fibrous skins with different chemical compo-

nents in the main wavelength distribution region of sunlight (250–2,500 nm). The

CPP fibrous skin with carbon black exhibits the full-wave band absorptance of up

to 95% and, correspondingly, its color is black. The infrared camera photographs

in Figure 3E demonstrate that the CPP fibrous skin can be headed to 70.9�C,
77.0�C, and 88.1�C under simulated illuminations of 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5 sun, respec-

tively, indicating that CPP fibrous skin can be heated under sunlight via an efficient

photothermal effect. Conversely, the two control skins without carbon black are

white, demonstrating the weak absorption capacity of sunlight.

These opposite effects seamlessly integrated in our design via unique chemical com-

ponents can synergistically facilitate water harvesting in the sorption and desorption

processes. In the sorption process, fibrous skin with high infrared emissivity in the

radiative cooling transmittance window can cool down the sorbent. This cooling

can lead to an increase in the effective RH near the sorbent because of the constant

absolute humidity in ambient (Figure S28; Note S3). To quantify the effect of the

radiative cooling on the effective RH, we calculated the ratio of the effective RH

near the sorbent to the ambient RH. As shown in Figure 3C, under the radiative cool-

ing-caused temperature drop of 3�C, this ratio is approximately 120% at the ambient

temperature of 25�C, contributing to a huge extension of the effective RH region in

arid conditions from normal 30% RH to 36% RH. In the desorption process, fibrous

skin with the light-absorbing component, carbon black, can absorb the sunlight ra-

diation to heat the sorbent through the photothermal effect, realizing the well-

controlled release and condensation collection of the sorbed water.

Water harvesting under controlled laboratory conditions

To measure the water-harvesting capacity of the AWH device, we characterized the

water sorption isotherm of LiCl at 25�C via dynamic vapor sorption (DVS)-dynamic

vapor adsorption. As shown in Figure 4A, LiCl has a high sorption capacity in a

wide humidity range from 10% to 90%. Especially in arid conditions, the water up-

take capacity of LiCl at 30% RH is 1.835 g/g, much higher than that of the typical

non-deliquescent sorbents (<0.8 g/g)6,17,18,36,37 (Figure 4B). It is worth noting that

such good sorption performance does not reach the maximum sorption capacity

because the sorption curve does not display a saturation platform at the end of

the corresponding RH (inset in Figure 4A).

We then conducted dynamic water sorption-desorption measurement under

different RH at 25�C (Figure S10) to examine the water-harvesting capacity of the

whole AWH device, which is defined as the mass of water uptake relative to the

mass of the entire AWH device. Figure 4C shows that in one sorption-desorption cy-

cle, the water-harvesting capacities under 1.0 sun were 1.27, 1.62, and 6.24 g/g for

30%, 36%, and 90% RH, respectively. In the sorption process, the AWH device was

placed in a custom-made chamber with adjustable humidity for 12 h. The AWH de-

vice can reach the sorption saturation within 8 h in arid conditions, reaching a water

sorption of 1.92 and 2.27 g/g at 30% and 36% RH, respectively (Figure S11). This

excellent performance is attributed to the ultra-high salt load of the AWH device

(�90%), which improves the water sorption capacity of the device with a relatively
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 7



Figure 4. Water harvesting under controlled laboratory conditions

(A) Water sorption isotherm of LiCl at 25�C. The inset shows the sorption curve at 30% RH.

(B) Comparison of water sorption isotherms of LiCl and some reported non-deliquescent sorbents at 25�C. The light blue and light yellow shades

represent the normal RH region at arid climate and the extended region via the radiative cooling effect, respectively.

(C) Dynamic water sorption-desorption of the AWH at 25�C and different RH under 1 sun illumination.

(D) Multicycle water harvesting in 24 h under simulative arid conditions at 25�C. A long cycle for 12 h sorption (36% RH), 3 h desorption (1.0 sun), and 6

cycles of 1 h sorption (30% RH) per 0.5 h desorption (1.0 sun) were used. The areas with and without light blue shade represent sorption and desorption

processes, respectively.

(E) Revealing the effect of radiative cooling on the water uptake capacity in arid conditions (30% RH) under different ambient temperatures.

(F) Performance comparison of our work with state-of-the-art AWH devices for atmosphere water harvesting in arid (RH % 30%) and moist (RH R 80%)

conditions. The hollow and solid symbols represent water harvesting capacities with and without radiative cooling effect, respectively.
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low salt load (70%) by �30% pre-mass and �280% pre-area (Figure S12). In moist

conditions, the AWH device can keep sorbing for 12 h without reaching equilibrium

and the water sorption capacity at 90% RH is up to 6.89 g/g. In the desorption pro-

cess, the AWHdevice under a simulated illumination of 1.0 sun can be rapidly heated

to approximately 50�C within 30 min accompanied by violent water desorption

(Figures S13 and S14), and most of the water in the device was released within

180 min. After a desorption of 10 h, little water (�0.65 g/g) was residual because

the photothermal temperature is slightly lower than that for complete desorption

(Figure S15). The water residual can be fully released under higher simulated solar

intensity (1.5 sun illumination; Figure S17), a situation that can be achieved by taking

advantage of the optical focusing device.38 Even after 50 cycles of sorption-desorp-

tion, there is no notable performance degradation (Figure S16), suggesting the

good recyclability of our AWH device. The generality of our design is also substan-

tiated by the high water-harvesting capacities of AWH devices with other common

deliquescent sorbents, including calcium chloride (CaCl) and lithium bromide

(LiBr) (Figure S17).

We also investigated the per-day specific water production rate of our AWH device

under the varying frequency of the sorption-desorption cycle.39 For our solar-driven

system, we designed a set of 24-h multicycle programs, consisting of a 12-h simula-

tive night sorption process (36% RH), a 3-h solar-driven desorption to releasemost of
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022
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the sorbed water (�90%), and 9-h periodically multiple cycles with different fre-

quencies (0–12 cycles, 30% RH). The dynamic water sorption-desorption curves as

shown in Figure 4C allow us to simulate the water sorption-desorption capacity of

the AWH under with different frequencies of cycle (Figure S29; Note S4), where

we ignore the case that the desorption rate is lower than the reference curves at

the temperature increase stage during photothermal desorption (Figure S13). Fig-

ure S30 shows the estimated specific water production rates, from which we can

see that the daily specific production rate increases significantly with the increasing

frequency of cycles and then becomes stabilized at �2.9 g/g/day (R6 cycles). The

multiple sorption-desorption cycles can effectively maintain a high rate of sorption

or desorption at all times, which is otherwise impossible for a single daily cycle which

is limited by the low desorption rate in the later stage of the desorption process (8 h).

Here, we chose 6 sorption-desorption cycles as the optimal, beyond which the spe-

cific water production rate reaches saturation. Then, we conducted multicycle water

harvesting in 24 h under simulative arid conditions at 25�C with the optimal program

via time-periodic exposure/shielding of simulated sunlight. As shown in Figure 4D,

the multicycle water harvesting with improved water collection efficiency during the

daytime achieves water collection of up to�2.62 g/g/day (�2.80 L/m2/day per-area)

in simulative arid conditions. The minor difference between estimated and experi-

mental results is caused by ignoring the temperature increase process during photo-

thermal desorption.

Further comparing water uptake capacities under different indoor conditions allows

us to reveal the advantage of designing the AWH device with the radiative cooling

effect. For instance, under a specific condition of 22�C and 36% RH, an increase of

19% in water uptake capacity in our AWH device is achieved relative to that under

a normal condition of 25�C and 30% RH (Figure S18). Considering the fact that there

is a temperature decrease of �3�C and an increase of �20% in the effective RH near

the AWH device placed under an outdoor environment with �30% RH (Figures 3B

and 3C), such a specific indoor condition can indirectly simulate and reflect the wa-

ter-harvesting performance in an outdoor environment involving radiative cooling.

Notably, the boost in the water uptake capacity by radiative cooling effect is also

applicable to other ambient temperatures, as evidenced by Figures 4E and S18,

which show that under a constant RH, the water sorption capacity of the device is

not sensitive to ambient temperatures.

In Figure 4F, we compare the water-harvesting capacity of our AWH device with ex-

isting studies6,17,18,21–23,26,28,36,37,40–45 in a single cycle in both arid (RH% 30%) and

moist (RH R 80%) conditions without the onset of leakage. Our AWH device stands

out for its outstanding water-harvesting capacity of 1.62 g/g in arid conditions and

6.24 g/g in humid conditions under 1.0 sun irradiation. Furthermore, our AWH de-

vice can achieve a spectacular water harvesting capacity of 2.27 g/g and 6.89 g/g

in different conditions, respectively, with the aid of an optical focusing device. Mean-

while, the per-area water-harvesting capacity of our AWH device is also superior to

those in existing studies (Figure S19). This remarkable performance endows our

AWH device to achieve efficient atmospheric water collection in both arid and moist

environments.

Outdoor water harvesting experiments

To validate the performance of our AWH device in practical conditions, we per-

formed outdoor experiments on the roof garden of the City University of Hong

Kong (Hong Kong, a humid city with rare drought weather). We placed two AWH de-

vices, with and without shields, on the electric balances and exposed them to
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 9



Figure 5. Outdoor water harvesting experiments

(A) Photograph of the outdoor water harvesting experiment in the natural environment.

(B and C) Real-time changes in temperature, RH (B), and water uptake and solar flux (C) in outdoor water sorption-desorption experiments at moderate

humidity (45%–60% RH). At night, the AWH device was exposed to the sky, while the control sample was shielded by a transparent PMMA cover to

screen the radiative cooling effect. During the day, the AWH device was periodically exposed to the sun for multicycle water harvesting, while the

control sample was exposed to the sun all of the time.

(D) Photograph of solar-driven water desorption and collection of a large-scale AWH device (diameter: 15 cm) in a transparent PMMA box.

(E) Magnified photograph of water condensation on the box.

(F) Measured ion concentration in the collected water.
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outdoor ambient with moderate humidity for a whole day to monitor the mass

change (Figure 5A). Figures 5B and 5C show the real-time ambient temperature,

RH, and solar flux from 6 p.m. November 13, 2021 to 5:10 p.m. November 14,

2021. At night, the AWH device without shield was arranged to face the sky for radi-

ative cooling, while the control sample was shielded by a poly(methyl methacrylate)

(PMMA) cover to screen the radiative cooling effect. The two devices sorbed the

moisture from the atmosphere with a temperature of 17.5�C–22.9�C and moderate

humidity of 50%–60% RH. Because of the radiative cooling-caused increase in effec-

tive RH (Figure S20), the AWH device demonstrated a faster sorption rate than did

the control sample (Figure 5C). During the day, the AWH device was periodically

exposed to the sunlight for multicycle water harvesting, while the control sample

was exposed to sunlight all of the time. The control sample released 2.19 g/g water

in approximately 5 h under the maximum sunlight intensity of approximately 800

W/m2 (0.8 sun), and then stopped desorption as the intensity of sunlight attenuated,

while the AWH device, with the help of a reasonably designed multicycle program,

can make fuller use of daytime to achieve higher water harvesting of �3.15 g/g. We

also conducted the outdoor water sorption-desorption experiments at high humid-

ity (70%–90% RH at night), during which time the AWH device collected as high as

�4.61 g/g in a single-cycle process, demonstrating its utility in practical outdoor

conditions (Figure S21).

Furthermore, we assembled a large-scale all-in-one device consisting of a sizable

AWH device and a transparent PMMA box connected to a collection bottle for col-

lecting fresh water in situ (Figures 5D and S22). We put the AWH device with a diam-

eter of 15 cm (ca. 165 cm2) in the PMMA box (sloped, with an angle of approximately
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022
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30�) and exposed it to outdoor ambient for water sorption overnight with a temper-

ature of 15�C –22�C and a RH of 60%–70% (Figure S23). Then, in the day, the box was

sealed for water desorption under natural solar illumination, with a maximum light

intensity of�750W/m2 (Figure S24). The desorbed water vapor could be condensed

into water droplets on the box wall (Figure 5E). As a result, our all-in-one device

collected fresh water of approximately 2.37 g/g/day in practical conditions. Fig-

ure 5F shows that the collected water contains almost no Li ions (concentration of

less than 0.1 ppm), indicating that the onset of sorbent leakage was prevented

entirely. The concentrations of four main ions (K+, Ca2+, Na+, Mg2+) in the collected

water were in full compliance with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the US

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) drinking water standards. In addition, the

collected water also met the WHO standard for total organic carbon content (3.65

ppm) and was germ free (Figure S25). Taken together, our AWH device can achieve

efficient water harvesting in practical conditions with varying environmental humid-

ity, temperature fluctuation, and natural sunlight.

In summary, we have developed a bio-inspired AWH device that endows ultra-high

LiCl loading (�93%) and full utilization of its spectacular sorption potential without

the onset of leakage. Leveraging the spectacular water sorption capacity of LiCl in

a wide spectrumof humidity, especially in low RH (�30%), the fabricatedAWHdevice

exhibits a water-harvesting capacity of 2.62 g/g/day under 1 sun irradiation in simu-

lated arid conditions. The AWH device exhibits excellent recyclability, generality to

deliquescent sorbents, and adaptability to practical outdoor conditions. Therefore,

our deliquescent sorbent-based AWH strategy provides a prospective pathway for

efficient solar-driven atmospheric water harvesting across a wide range of humidity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Zuankai Wang (zuanwang@cityu.edu.hk).

Materials availability

The fibrous skins generated in this study are available from the lead contact upon

reasonable request.

Data and code availability

All data are available from the lead contact upon reasonable request.

Chemicals and materials

Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP, hereafter PH; Mw �4

million), tetrahydrofuran, dimethylacetamide, and calcium chloride (CaCl2) were

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Carbon black nanoparticles (average particle size

42 nm, specific surface area 75 m2/g), LiCl, and LiBr were purchased from Alfa Aesar.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pre-polymer (containing 0.1 equiv curing agents) was

purchased fromDowCorning, Sylgard 184. ACF (specific surface area of 1,300m2/g)

was purchased from Kunshan Longshengbao Electronic Material.

Fabrication of the fibrous skins

The fibrous skin consisting of CPP nanofibers was fabricated by the electrospinning

process. Briefly, 0.35 g carbon black nanoparticles were dispersed into themixed so-

lution of 4.44 g acetone and 4.69 g dimethylacetamide by intense ultrasound for

30 min. Then, 1.5 g PH was added and stirred at 40�C for 1 h until completely
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022 11
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dissolved. Subsequently, 0.4 g PDMS and 0.04 g curing agents were added and

stirred at ambient for 30 min to achieve the precursor solution. The precursor solu-

tion was transferred into a syringe with a 19-G stainless-steel needle and injected at a

constant speed of 1.5 mL/h through the pump. An electrical potential of 18 kV was

applied on themetallic needle, and a groundedmetal plate (aluminum foil) was used

as the collector. The as-spun nanofiber was finally placed in a convection oven for

thermal curing for 1 h at 80�C. The two control samples of PH and PP were prepared

by the same electrospinning process as above.
Fabrication of AWH device

The AWH device was manufactured through the encapsulation of the LiCl-loaded

ACF by the CPP fibrous skin. Briefly, a piece of ACF with a diameter of 30 mm was

immersed into a saturated aqueous solution of LiCl, and then the ACF saturated

with LiCl solution was taken out and dried at 88�C for 12 h. Then, the LiCl-loaded

ACF was placed on the metal plate collector to cover the fibrous skin by electrospin-

ning. Finally, the ACF was revised to cover the other side by electrospinning. The

electrospinning process for each side lasted 10 min, enabling adhesion between

the two layers of fibrous skin as well as a conformal encapsulation of LiCl-loaded

ACF. The obtained AWH device was dried at 88�C for 10 h before use.
Material characterization

SEM images and EDX mapping images were recorded on FEI Quanta 450 FEG SEM.

The mean pore size in the CPP skin was measured by capillary flow porometry (po-

rometer from the 3G series of Quantachrome). The XRD patterns were recorded us-

ing a high-resolution X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Smartlab) under 100�C. Contact
angles were determined using ramé-hart M200 Standard Contact Angle Goniom-

eter. The tensile test was conducted on an Instron 3365 tensile testing machine.

The light absorptions were measured using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 + UV/VIS/

NIR wide-band spectrometer. Infrared images were obtained via the FLIR T1050sc

infrared camera. The infrared emissivity spectra were measured by a Fourier trans-

form infrared spectrometer equipped with a diffuse gold integrating sphere (Bruker

Vertex 80). The water sorption isotherm was recorded on DVS-dynamic vapor

adsorption (DVS Advantage, SMS). During the adsorption test, the relative humidity

of the test systemwas step-increased from 0% to 90% in increments of 5% each time.

Water sorption under constant RH and different temperatures was evaluated by the

constant temperature and humidity testing machine (ST-150LA, XIAMEN YISHITE).

The total organic carbon content of water was detected using a total organic carbon

analyzer (TOC-V, SHIMADZU).
Self-cleaning test

A self-cleaning test was carried out to assess the antidust capability of CPP fibrous

membranes. The fibrous membrane placed at a tilt angle (�45�) was sprinkled

with white silica gel powder to simulate outdoor dust pollution, and then water

was dropped on the surface.
WVT test

The WVT test procedure is based on the modified ASTM E96. Briefly, a bottle was

filled with distilled water with the water surface of �10 mm below the bottle mouth,

and then sealed by the fibrous skin. The sealed bottle was placed into a customized

PMMA chamber with a controlled temperature and relative humidity of �25�C and

30% G 3%, respectively. The total mass of the bottle was measured by an electronic

balance connected to a computer. The reduced mass, corresponding to the
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100879, May 18, 2022
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evaporated water, was divided by the exposed area (64 mm in diameter) to derive

the WVT rate.
Practical radiative cooling test

The practical radiative cooling effect was tested by placing the CPP-encapsulated

ACF on the outdoor roof facing the night sky. The temperature of the device and

ambient were recorded in real time via thermocouples. During the measuring pro-

cess, the ambient RH was approximately 30%, and no sealed thermal box was

used to reduce convection and conduction heat dissipation, which may also deteri-

orate the moisture sorption rate.
Moisture sorption and desorption experiments

The indoor experiments were performed in the lab with a temperature of�25�C and

RH of 45%–65%. Themoisture sorption property of the AWHdevice was evaluated in

a customized PMMA chamber with adjustable RH at room temperature (Figure S13).

During the test, the chamber was continuously fed with constant and adjustable hu-

midity air from the air inlet, and the air pressure was kept consistent with the ambient

environment through the air outlet. The temperature and RH were monitored by a

temperature and humidity data logger (G0.3�C and G2% RH accuracy). The solar-

driven water desorption experiments were conducted under the irradiation of the

Solar Simulator (PLS-SXE300C) equipped with an AM 1.5 G filter. The samples

were put on an electronic balance, and the mass change was recorded by the com-

puter over time.

The outdoor experiments were performed on the roof garden in the City University

of Hong Kong (Hong Kong, China). Two AWH devices, with and without shield, were

put on the electric balances and exposed to outdoor ambient for a whole day to

monitor the mass change. At night, the AWH device without shield was exposed

to the sky for radiative cooling, while the control sample was shielded by an inverted

U-type cover composed of three transparent PMMA plates to screen the radiative

cooling effect. During the day, the AWH device was periodically exposed to the sun-

light for multicycle water harvesting, while the control sample was exposed to the

sun all of the time. Because Hong Kong has a humid climate with rarely dry weather,

the outdoor experiments were carried out in humid conditions.

In addition, the AWH device was put in a transparent PMMA box (Figure S27) and

exposed to outdoor ambient for water sorption overnight. Then, the box was sealed

for solar-driven water desorption and collection in the daytime.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2022.100879.
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